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-- • 
"Idingetotii to' Weitern demociack- ' 
(Each day in the publications of the 

pruner. concern, ‘there is dissent-
Med exactly that which you experi-

enced in the Soviet Union, if in totali-
tarian extent, :'namely,. falsification of 
information according to doctrinaire 
opinions, demonization of political op-
ponents; appeals to -thelatent violence ') 
in the :so-called 'silent .znaprity,-  the I 
condemnation of the- accused as al-
ready guilty—all of which has led your. 
fellow writers to feel anxious .

about 
the future of democracy in West Ger. ' 

,  B
ONN -- For critics and scholars, it 

was am-Mg-the ,Year's most eigerly-":  
awaited events — the chance to find 
such renowned Russian exile writers  
as Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Andrey Si- 

, 

nyaysky and Joseph Brodsky all ap,;  
peering under the same .cover. That 
was the prospect held out by Konti-
nent, a new periodical designed as a -  
forum for East European dissident in- 
tellectuals. 	' 	- 

The first issue, published recently in 
Russian and German editions, kept its 
promise. Its pages were studded with 
previously unpublished works by some . 
of the biggest names in Russian exile - 

- circles. And there were others as 'well: 
Romania's Eugene lonesco Yugosla-
via's Milovan Djilas and Hungary's Jok 
sef Cardinal Mindszenty. ' . 

But what should have been a major  
liter 	 bog- 
ged 	in a nasty political contro- --! 

happening somehow got,  

versy. So far, most of the talk caused ' 
by Kontinent's appearance has cen- 
tered less on its intellectual' content 
than on the way it has become an issue 
in domestic German affairs: 	.- . 	• 

Even before the first issue apPeared, ' 
West Germany's best-known novelist, 
Guenter Grass, attacked Solzhenitsyn 
and Sinyaysky harshly for their associ-
ation with Kontinent. In an open letter 
to the two Ruesian^ Grass charged , 

: - them with fostering-  "the same' reac;` " 
tionary intolerance" which "under dif-
ferent 

 
 ideological markings forced you 

in the Soviet Union to protest and to 
resist," 	 - - 

The SOringer Role 
4 WTHAT  AROUSED Grass' ire.was the 

. . _   

VI' role played in Kontinent's found- 
ing by Axel Springer, West Germany's 
Most powerful and most confroversiai 
press lord. Springer put up s the money, 
to launch the publication,-and one of 
his'subsiditutes, the Ullstein pook pub- 
lishing concern, is putting out the Ger-  
man-language edition of Kontinent. Be!. 
cause of the shrill and sineomPtomis," 
ing crusade *that he conducts In his 
newspapers .-against --communism,- gni,  . 

; dent radicalism and most vestiges of 
the permissive society, Springer - has 
long been the principal bete noir of 
West German liberal intellectuals like _.' 
Grass. 	.  
"As a result, when Wolf Jobit Siedler,, 

the director of Ullstein„ invited the au-' 
thor of "The Tin ' Drum" to write. "a, 

- few words of welcome" for Kontinent, 
' Grails responded with a "Dear-Audrey
_ andDear Alexander"' letter that began, 

' "I take the liberty of telling,you, with-
? out mincing words,: what II think of 

your project." - 

lb

Grass wrote: "I cannot understand 
ow you, as writers with moral crite- - 

ria, could through such a collaboration 
offer support to a nower complex so 

.. many. 	• 	'• 
He !characteriZed the Springer em- ; 

pire as "a part of that PoSver of -Money • 
or Statism whose corrupt activities 

both 'you' and 1 fear so much', ; and 
asked: "Must.on^ in order to expresss: 
justified opposition to totalitarian conk • 
mtinism, seek -inpifort frOm those 

.. forces . who: were never , seriously '• an-;  
=Yeti by: Western: dictatorships.and 
who in anti-Communist blindness;are 
altogether prepared -..t0'...,!drive out. !the 
Communist devil with, the Fascist 
beelzehlib?"."- 	• 	, 
- "For all my ,resPectiar, the courage, • 
which yendemonitrated thi_SciViet.1 
Union yam,  struggle againit'an. au- a 
'tocratie state powet I cannot apprOve 
your cOnPeration with the Springer 
concernr Grass concluded..' I;'beg you 
to .reconsider your venture. Yen  are 
keeping very bad company." 	t..?!..". 

. 	:te's • 
A Furious Solzhenitsyn• 1' •  
H

IS ATTACK drew an immediate 
11 response ' from both :Russians; ; 
Solzhenitsyn's reply , was espeeiallji 
furious:, ,"Can one be choosy about a 
publisher when yOu think of :the.t 400. 
million oppressed people; in the2E,ast, 
Weren't ; the Western -̀writers `:very 
happy when they were published-  in 
the Soviet Union? And who published 
them? Free publishers or' the, state4"%-1 
owned pu'blis'hers Of Our executiostersrf 

Sinyaysky, whose' writings-  first. 
came known,* the :West whin pub-
lished under the name ""Abram: Terz" 
and who was, with TM/ Daniel, .a de-r 
fendant In one of the most famouS 
Moscovi.':, dissident trial& answered 
Grass 	andramere"thought 
terMS.''Staiftig that "I:ara not very "Well"--  
acquainted with the situation - 1,* the,;.  
West" and "have no2-eXperlenee,at all 
Of the:conflicts within We:Stern-demo- ' 
cratic- societies,'?, he told- Urea that 
"your apparent concern is a Partisan 
struggle between, various groups."; 

"But,"'' SinYaysky continued;:.,  "our 
concern; mine and those of friends; 
is simplY the magazine; :Kont-iitent, it,  
selt,Our "venture I& - to", My Mind, ' a 
challenging anti prombibig beginning=,  
a journal which attempts ,tnbring to-
gether a, whole: grotip of writers, in 
Eastern and Western Europe, among.  

• them' of a,few in Russia whose work.- ! 
is done In the . shadow of the priion& 
einimit'and fanatic asyluins." 	• 	i 

• He ; chided Grass ,2for..: comparing -I 
Springer's activities with "the. publish, 
ing conditions ! of . present-day .-.Soviet I 
Russia" and said:_ "Your point of refer- 

a pile of opinionated. newspaper 2,--1 
clippings which you found unjustifia-
ble,'But our point of reference-  is as.,  
inbuntain of corpses,-:  and 'among them: 

-', .writers and poet" Can it really be that 
yOu equate aHitler"Or a Stalin With a 
distasteful, polemic in a newspaperr 

ShiYaysky noted that -..Grass--„had 
Made his,attack before he had seen' a  
copy:, of Eontinent.' "It Is ',completely 
beyond my,  compreherudon why you ; 
should feel it necessary to . speak' out 

".''against' a werrttrre, which has net even 
seen the'-light of day—to; disrupt a 
magazine whose first number you hake- '  
not 'yet read- and whose' quality Yen 3 
presume to jiidge only by the imprint 

1g:the:Publishing house. 	. 
of: Russian : 

of Western boOlis-Lfrom • 
Faulkner to Boell=who passed:,  judg-

r,,ment on Wiltera', and Works' without 
having read them, and only on the-ba-2 

Si2iii'Of the imprint of the soy* periods •..  
cal or publisher who happened  to put 
them 

of thee
(alwoayB)arof,.  Course  

,,-Grafts,”„ 	concliided,-,XWhy,  
don't Y9u.  and I talk about books,about, 
writers. and their: works-4'1W 'net 
Sheet fefinancial corporations 4f: ' 

','pope 'and • I share this with 'my col 
' leagues on the,-journalKOntinentlhat 
"on: this point nothing will Change,:  to 
theeed of our days that. we write ac=•..; 
cording tdour Inner convictions." • 

Brisk' Sales 
cINYAVSKY'S WORDS Imderscor,ed 
aiviat many regard as the most 
unfistunate aspect of --Atha 'Conte-
versy—that Grass' anti-Springer blast 
together, with the,

, 
 outpouring of com-

meetary that has since provoked 
had obscured the effort to see what 
ideas are expressed in Kontinent and 
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to weigh them on their own merits:: 	versions.:  At present, Kontinent  offi- 

The:venture was born earlier this 	dais are negotiating over•the rights for 

year after the world-wide headlines - Spanish and Turkish editions. 

triggered by Solzhenitsyn's expulsion 	Under current plans, the so-called 

from the Soviet Union. With  that.  Pub- ,, .,„"central" or Russian:edition will be a 

licity boost, the exiles were able to win quarterly. Because of translation diffi-

a sympathetic hearing for their hopes culties and other factors, those editions 

of st'ablishint thOr°Ivni°runl- 	published elsewhere will probably ap- 

, Solzhenitsyn •--7eileoutaged 	Ptuj-  pear only twice a year, although the 

act,Iy: promising, to became a regular publishers have the right to go up to 

Contributor and .evein suggested Ko.riti- four issues if they wish. 

cut "as: itktitie-1,4r/evet, ,P3M4 t4kulg 

p residence „in:Enrich, 'the; 50-year:old A Rightisi Bias? 

lzhenitsyn, has become increasingly 	IN THE BOARD of editors serving 

clintye In fiat, 'except for his re- 	under Miudmov, Springer is nine- 

cent appearance .''in Stoekholm to ac- seated by George Bailey,  an American 

cept the 'Islobelf:',Prike for _literature journalist who was for several years 

awaided7: to him f.'four years (go, he the- European correspondent of the 

haa'tended to slit/if:almost 	contact 'fiosv-defunct Reporter magazine. Bailey 

With Westerners and Western society.'' 	describes his function as a coordinator, 

Accordingly, he also refused to be 	"all-around errand runner and the guy 

Come one of:Kontinent's editors; and Who keeps nagging people about dead-

the main' jab of organizing the new lines and things like that." 

publipation felt tokladimir IVIaximov, 	,,„In reply to the charge that Spring- 

andther,,dissident'wbiter,("The Seven ifs interest in Kontinent is prompted 

Days`of Creation") `who'left the Soviet solely by his anti-Communist fervor, , 

Uniorein March an f now livis in Paris;  Bailey; insists' that the German pub- 

MaximaV then 'approached Springer Usher and his representatives, have 

• forbackingi'and- the result-=was a com- maintained a strict hands-off policy re-

, plicated deal that saw. Springer's .1111- garding the publication's editorial free-

stein subsidiary, set up, a special 'Conti- .doin. He says, "That they publish is 

nent:Publishing. co. in the Nest Ger- our affair. What they publish is their 

man. city of Darmstadt. Thei  Financial " ; affair." 

division gives'alt" righti to the Rusii4n 2 In additiOn to Maximov, who has the 

edition to the exile Contributo' rs, with 	rnanaging editor;' and Bailey, 

Ullstein getting' the rights to the Ger- ' ' the editorial board includes roughly 20 

man edition. 	
peciple ranging all the way from Roh- 

Bath editions are published in a pa- Art ronf,,,pqr, the British Kremlin610-

perback format, and despite the high gist, to the Russian Orthodox Arch- 

price (S6.50 for the German editions), 	bishop of San Francisco. The great ma- 

the first issue has had very brisk sales. jority, however, are emigres from the 

The 7,000.  Russian copi‘s printed have Soviet Union and the other Commu-

been almost totally sold out, and the nist-ruled countries of Eastern Eu-

'German 'edition's 'sales already have rope. 

topped 25,000. ' 	
Some sources within the faction-rid- 

, In addition, largely on the strength 	den world of East European exile poli- 

of Solzhenitsyn's‘ promise to be a regu- 	tics have charged that • Kontinent is 

liir contributor, plans are under way to 	dominated by people with__ a, clearly 

start several other, foreign-language _rightist bias. As proof, they cite the as-

editions. The American edition, to be sociatfon of such figures as Cardinal 

published by DOubleday, will probably Mindszenty, an unabashed spokesmin 

make its debut in the spring, along for clericalism, and Ludek Pachman, a 

with British, French, Dutch and Italian k leader of the 1968 "Prague spring" 
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foreword contributed by Andrei Sakha-
rov, the physicist who is still in the So-
viet Union and who is' perhaps the 
best-known leader of those who oppose 

".- 

the Soviet system because of its abuse 
of civil liberties. He writes: 

"The contributors are people Who 
have spent a considerable portion of 
their lives in socialist countries. The 
reality in these countries represents. an • 
historical phenomenon that is only un-
derstood with great difficulty in the 
West. 

"Its social, economic and intellectual 
characteristics cannot be gauged from 
the window of an Intourist coach or 
the official Communist press. That is 
why these people have something to 
tell the world. An opportunity of this 
nature cannot be overestimated." 

mwevassoassigazawassossareesassfeau 

llik, WASHINGTON POST Sunday, Dec. 29,1974 B S 
movement in 'Czechoslovakia who 
more recently has become a close sup.: 
porter of West Germany's right-of-cert„ 
ter Christian Democratic Union. 

"Religious Idealism" 
ty0WEVER, AN examination of 

11 Kontinent's board does not sup= 
port such a generalization. In general; 
most students of the emigre political: 
scene tend to divide the activist exileS 
from Eastern Europe into three rough 
groups: those who remain Marxist in 
conviction but who oppose the Soviet; 
brand of communism; those whose opt ,  
position to the Soviet-led system is,  k 
based on considerations of civil liber.! 
ties and civil rights, and those with ati 
almost mystical belief that the Coni4 

munist countries must eventually re=, 
turn to some kind of religious ortho-
doxy. 

If any of these groups does indeed 
dominate Kontinent, it is probably thO'y 
last one. Maximov is 'regarded as 
deeply religious, and Solzhenitsyi; 
lately has spent a lot of time expound 
ing-the theory that a nonviolent, non' 
ideological ,resistance movement with 
strong religious overtones will eventu; • 
ally bring down the Communist systerli 
in the. Soviet UniOn. 

,There is an echo of the religious irnj 
pulse in a declaration of moral princk, 
pies that is printed in the RuSsian edP 
tion but omitted from 'the German is 
sue. The list reads: "Unconditional re; 
ligious idealism.--e- sustained spiritual 
alliance with representatives of other 
faiths though with a dominating Chris; 
tian tendency." 

However, several-.editors. have since 
been at pains to elaborate on What this 
means. It refers,. they say, only to the 
broad ideals of the Western Christian 
ethic. That, they add, is an unibrella 
capable of sheltering a Very broad 
range of attitudes and opinions: 

The first issue, at 'least,' seems to 
bear' out their point about diversity. It.s 
offerings range from an interview with 
Czech writer Ota Filip about the atti-
tudes of intellectuals in ; Czechoslova-
Ida today to "Dialectic Materialism3= 
The Progressive Ideology," an unpub-
lished chapter. of Solzhenitsyn's famed 
novel, \  "The First Circle." 

There are three poems by Brodsk3R,, 
regarded by many as the greatestlir-
ing poet in the Russian language,"an 
excerpt from Vladimir .',Kornilov's 
novel, "Without Arms, Without Legs," 
and an almost tongue-in-cheek essay 
on "The Metaphysical Situation. ,in 
Russia Today"' by Alexander Piatigor-, 
sky, formerly the. Soviet Union's rank- ! 
ing expert on the culture of India. 

And underscoring this diversity is a 


